
Open Questions 



Session Goals 

• Understand how open tasks allow access to the 

mathematics for all students 

• Make sense of the process for creating open 

tasks/questions 

• Practice creating open tasks and determining where they 

fit with the MATCH template 

• Practice anticipating difficulties to create scaffolding 

questions 

• Practice focussed conversations with critical friends 

 

 



Try an Open Task 

     What’s the Same? What’s Different?  



Open Questions 

• What makes a question open? 

• Why might you want to use an open 

question? 

• What benefits are there? 



Think/Pair/Share 

 

 

                      

                  Sticky Note Pile Up 



Minds On? Action? Consolidate 
If the learning goal was: 
Use mathematical models to represent, predict, and compare and contrast relationships 

given numerically. 

And the big idea was: 
Expectation: Modelling Graphically (MAP4C) 

2.6 recognize that a linear model corresponds to a constant increase or decrease over equal intervals and that an 

exponential model corresponds to a constant percentage increase or decrease over equal intervals, select a model 

(i.e., linear, quadratic, exponential) to represent the relationship between numerical data graphically and algebraically, 

using a variety of tools (e.g., graphing technology) and strategies (e.g., finite differences, regression), and solve related 

problems 

Expectation: Characteristics of Functions - Using Function Models to Solve Problems (MHF4U) 

3.3 solve problems, using a variety of tools and strategies, including problems arising from real-world applications, by 

reasoning with functions and by applying concepts and procedures involving functions (e.g., by constructing a function 

model from data, using the model to determine mathematical results, and interpreting and communicating the results 

within the context of the problem) 

Where would you put this open question in the 

lesson?  Minds on? Action? Consolidate?  Why? 



What if… 

We changed the learning goal to: 
Explore mathematical models to represent, predict, and compare and contrast 

relationships given numerically 

Where would you put this open question now?  

Minds on? Action? Consolidate?  Why? 





Failsafe Strategies 
1. Begin with the answer. Ask for the question. For example, the sum 

of two fractions is .What might the fractions be? 

2. Ask for similarities and differences. For example, how are y = 3x 

and y = 2x alike? How are they different? 

3. Leave certain information out of the problem, e.g. omit numbers. 

For example, two right triangles are similar. One has two side 

lengths of 4 and 6. The other has one side length of 12. What 

lengths could the other three sides be? 

4. Provide several numbers and math words; the student must create 

a sentence using all the numbers and words. For example, create a 

sentence that uses the words and numbers 40, 5, ratio, scale. 

5. Use “soft” language. For example, two ratios are “almost but not 

quite” equivalent. What might they be? 

 



Opening up questions… 
Shirley started with the curriculum: 

Sample problem:  

Given the data table, determine 

an algebraic model to represent 

the relationship between 

population and time, using 

technology. Use the algebraic 

model to predict the population 

in 2015, and describe any 

assumptions made. 

Sample problem: The pressure of a 

car tire with a slow leak is given in the 

following table of values: 

Use technology to investigate linear, 

quadratic, and exponential models for 

the relationship of the tire pressure and 

time, and describe how well each model 

fits the data. Use each model to predict 

the pressure after 60 min. Which model 

gives the most realistic answer? 



Made some adjustments 

Sample problem:  

Given the data table, determine 

an algebraic model to represent 

the relationship between 

population and time, using 

technology. Use the algebraic 

model to predict the population 

in 2015, and describe any 

assumptions made. 

Sample problem: The pressure of a 

car tire with a slow leak is given in the 

following table of values: 

Use technology to investigate linear, 

quadratic, and exponential models for 

the relationship of the tire pressure and 

time, and describe how well each model 

fits the data. Use each model to predict 

the pressure after 60 min. Which model 

gives the most realistic answer? 



She then used failsafe strategy #2 to 

combine the two problems by asking: 

“Answer both questions provided and 

compare and contrast the solutions.” 

 



Your turn 

• Choose one of the questions (either from 

the textbook list, or the sample problems 

from yesterday) provided and use it to 

create an open question. 

Share 



Practice: 

1. Use the PPQT you started with yesterday (or a 

new one if you prefer) 

2. Create an open question for at least ONE part 

of the template. 

3. Write some scaffolding questions to go with 

that question. 



Remember 

Characteristics of focussed conversations: 
• a colleague asks questions to help you reflect on your 

practice (colleague sometimes called a critical friend in 

coaching literature)  

• conversation is not evaluative or directive, but rather 

encourages reflection (the critical friend is not playing the role 

of an expert) 

• refer to the question stems provided yesterday to help 

participants focus on student learning 

• more effective (and less threatening) if they  

 are truly about student learning and not  

 about the individual teachers 

 

 



Focused Conversations – Part II 

• Yesterday you practiced holding focused 

conversations related to the parallel tasks 

you created. 

• Meet up with the same people today and 

practice your sentence stem starters….. 

 

 

   

 



More on coaching  

                 Mathematics Coaching Actions: 

                                         Co-Planning 

 



A Camping Story 

• based on a Tribes strategy called “Novel in 

an Hour” 

• effective for helping students consolidate 

skills, knowledge, concepts, vocabulary 

during a unit or review at the end of a unit 

• students work in small groups to write one 

chapter of a story where the characters 

must solve a problem to be able to move 

forward in the story  



“Shirley, Liisa, and Karen Go 

Camping” 
 

• Chapter 1:  Putting Up The Tent 

• Chapter 2: 

• Chapter 3: 

• Chapter 4: 

• Chapter 5: 

• Chapter 6 (and conclusion): 



Writing Your Chapter 

• Describe an incident that involves the 

characters solving some sort of proportion 

problem. 

• Write your chapter on a single sheet of 

paper.  Illustrations are optional. 

• Share your chapter using the document 

camera. 

• You have 15-20 min. to write your chapter. 

 



Carousel Plans 



K-12 Carousel 

• Your group will carousel to each breakout 

group to examine the artifacts and/or 

visual representations of learning.   

 

• Each breakout group representative will be 

assigned the role of “tour guide” for their 

focused breakout room visit.  This is your 

opportunity to highlight key learning. 



K-12 Carousel 

• You will be assigned a number.  This is 

your GROUP #. 

• Tomorrow morning you will report to your 

first breakout room at 8:30am (see 

schedule): 

 
 

 

 

 



K-12 Carousel 

• You are encouraged to share your 

observations as a collective throughout the 

carousel. 

 

• At the end of the carousel, each person 

will be asked to record 1-5 words that 

describe the connections made during the 

carousel on the graffiti paper posted 

outside of Central Hall. 



Revisit Session Goals 

• Understand how open tasks allow access to the 

mathematics for all students 

• Make sense of the process for creating open 

tasks/questions 

• Practice creating open tasks and determining where they 

fit with the MATCH template 

• Practice anticipating difficulties to create scaffolding 

questions 

• Practice focussed conversations with critical friends 

 

 



Postcards from Camppp 

Wish you were here: 

Send a postcard to a colleague/ 

administrator…telling them 

about what they missed 

 

A reminder from Math Camppp 

Write yourself a postcard to 

remind yourself of a goal that 

you set for yourself this year. 

Drop your 

postcards off in 

the boxes 

tomorrow 

morning 



Reflection 



Exit Card 

Write a 10 word summary related to: 
–characteristics of an open task 

–benefits of an open task 

–challenges of writing an open task 



Letters from Camppp 




